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Abstract:

The dependence between differentiation potentials and morphogenetic cell movements of the suprablastoporal zone in Triturus vulgaris L. embryos on the stage of early gastrula was studied. For this purpose
we blocked involution of the suprablastoporal zone by its explanting and covering with ventral ectoderm
from embryos in different developmental stages. At these conditions in recombinants with the ectoderm
from embryos after early gastrula stage the percentage of axial structures has been decreased and their
differentiation spectrum has been moved in lateral direction
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Introduction
Neurulation in Vertebrates and especially in
Amphibians is a developmental period during
which an embryo’s central nervous system (CNS) is
formed. Thus appearance of CNS is in a direct connection with formation of mesodermal axial structures – chord and somites. For this reason, the basic
structural events during the neurulation are connected with axialization of the early embryos referring
to morphogenesis of the ectodermic and mesoderm
axial components – CNS, chord and somites.
Axialization is a basic moment in embryonic
development since it has an impact on originating
and topological situation of a series of structures that
do not belong to axial ones – placodes of the sensory
organs, secretion organs, and structures in the head
region.
Axialization kinematics in amphibians is a highly coordinated process in which the cells of marginal
*

(around the blastoporus) zone are taking part jointly.
During their coordinated movement the cells of their
involuting marginal zone converge towards the dorsomedial line and intercalate to each other that leads
to anteroposterior extension of the embryo.
The ability of the marginal zone to realize convergent – intercalation movements is a fundamental process in Amphibian gastrulation and neurulation and possibly in other vertebrates, too (KELLER
et al.1985a, KELLER et al.1985b, KELLER, DANILCHIC
1988, MYERS et al. 2002, DE ROBERTIS et al. 2000).
The activity of these movements is the most intensive at the end of the gastrulation period when the
formation of the axial structures in the embryo begins. In experiments with explants from Xenopus
laevis suprablastoporal marginal zone has been established that the processes of convergence and extension in the dorsal sector of the gastrula are au-
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